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Perhaps most importantly, want a moment appreciate
advisorytri-chairs over course

year. Similarly, want express appreciation the nearly 200
individuals who attended Minded Leadership training other

week events year. We know everyone at is feeling the stress of
the dynamic higher education landscape – including the need make last minute
adjustments classes, job descriptions, etc. It is a lot of change – here

are, working us think about bring about change – equity
student success institution. Thank you!
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-> Discussion was about involvement,
Navigate implementation & how to effectively
integrate best practices

reports from all

We completed our first year of Navigate (student success platform)
implementation. Thank you for your work to support this process. Our
goal is to use this platform to support student success and we cannot
do that without your guidance. Please continue to use the various
features as they roll out and keep that feedback coming! A reminder
that we are bolstering the network of student success resources to
ensure we can provide the appropriate support. Two of those are the
Student Success and Engagement Team (SSET) and the developing
Academic Support & Advocacy Center (ASA).

https://www.wcupa.edu/navigate/
https://www.wcupa.edu/registrar/SSET/
https://www.wcupa.edu/asa/


-> Collaborative work from ODEI, ODLI, and Moon Shot in developing &
implementing faculty support for inclusive teaching practices

-> Work of IS&T to develop a long-term laptop lending program to students who
need access to this technology

(PETAL)

-> Development of a new faculty development opportunity for all first-year faculty
to introduce best practices in inclusive pedagogy to support equitable outcomes

seeing any and all Moon Shot Aligned work that emerges from these projects.
-> The Provost’s office recently funded 14 PEPI grants, and we look forward to

Dr. Vanessa Kahen was invited to give the on-site keynote for the RECAP
Conference this past May. Her presentation titled “Finding our superpower:
Leveraging technology & humanity to inspire equity mindedness in student
success,” explained how leveraging higher education’s appetite to adapt to
advances in technology is a means to support equity-minded institutional
change. The paradox is that she believes we accomplish this equity goal by
leaning into uniquely human spaces, the spaces where technology is limited.
This ability to leverage human cognitive and interpersonal skills that technology
cannot replicate is our super-power and will distinguish the value of higher
education in the future (Aoun, 2017).

Other WCU partners have also
been working on closing equity
gaps in what we will call

Examples
include:

Moon
Shot Aligned Work.

https://www.wcupa.edu/recap/
https://www.wcupa.edu/recap/
https://www.wcupa.edu/_admin/diversityEquityInclusion/
https://www.wcupa.edu/distanceEd/default.aspx
https://www.wcupa.edu/infoServices/serviceNow/resourceLinks.aspx
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Our five goal teams worked their way through the five phases of

develop a shared understanding of what it means to have an
equity-minded practice and how we apply that practice to our work
in higher education (phase 1), they have looked at disaggregated
student success data to identify the places where we have the most
profound institutional equity gaps and articulated 7 specific equity
gaps around registration holds, retention and graduation rates,
transfer student experiences, and developmental education for
which we will focus.

work we laid out for them last summer. They have worked to

Each team has been out in the campus community asking questions
of you, to better understanding our institutional policies and
practices. They have also been learning about best practices in
closing equity gaps for students success. Our teams are now
synthesizing all this information to make recommendations for
changes to our institutional policies and practices to close equity
gaps and better support success for all our WCU students. You can
access specific summaries of goal team work on our webpage.

https://www.wcupa.edu/moonShot/whatIsMoonshot.aspx
https://www.wcupa.edu/moonShot/default.aspx
mailto:moonshot@wcupa.edu
https://www.wcupa.edu/moonShot/EAB%20Acct%20Instructions.pdf
https://sshelco-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/11s0gog/01SSHELCO_WCHESTER_ALMA51225839960003573
https://sshelco-primo.hosted.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/f/11s0gog/01SSHELCO_WCHESTER_ALMA51221323760003573



